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Abstract. An optimization framework based on animat theory is presented. It simulates animal’s path 
seeking ability in complex and unknown environment. An animat structure mainly consisted of the vision 
model and reacting behavior mechanism of animals is implemented via object-oriented analysis method, 
which provides us a flexible and stable optimization framework. Experiments on four typical test functions 
are carried out, and the results show that this optimization framework has nice convergence ability and high 
precision, and it can overcome the disadvantages of general intelligent algorithms such as prematurity and 
lower precision. It has good autonomous and self adaptive ability for all kinds of optimization problems. 
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1. Introduction  
Developing optimization algorithms by simulating biological phenomena is an important research trend of 
artificial life [1], [2], [3], and many achievements have been made, for example, artificial neural network, 
genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithm, fish-swarm algorithm and so on [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. These 
intelligent optimization methods have been used broadly. As we all know, there are some disadvantages, 
such as prematurity, lower precision, conditions for terminating and so on, with these intelligent optimization 
methods. 

Animats [6], autonomous robots or simulations of animals, short for artificial animal, was put forward by 
Wilson, and it became more widely known following a 1990 conference in Paris, entitled ‘Simulation of 
adaptive behavior: from animals to animats’, and the publication of the proceedings. The animat approach 
[6], [7], [8] promulgates an alternative, bottom-up route to understanding intelligent behavior, and it’s a 
manifestation of artificial life. Important characteristics such as autonomy, adaptability, parallelism, and 
emergence can be used to deal with complex system optimization. Because optimization is the process of 
searching in solution space of problems, we apply the basic conceptions of animat and object-oriented 
analysis methodology to implement the vision model and reacting behavior mechanism of animat, through 
simulating animal’s path seeking scheme in complex and unknown environment. Then the optimization 
mode based on animal vision model is implemented, and it also can exert the characteristics of animat. 
Traditional optimization algorithm are also used in animat’s vision model, so our optimization framework 
can overcome disadvantages of general intelligent optimization methods, and exert the advantages of 
traditional algorithm and intelligent optimization algorithm respectively. 

2. The model structure of animat 
Fig. 1 shows the animat structure with UML (Unified Modeling Language). Animat’s basic state, as well as 
the decision variables of optimization problem, is described as ],,,[ 21 nxxxX L= . r is the radius of 
animat’s useful field of view. Animat’s moving process is made up of vision seeking procedure (::look) and 
reacting behavior  procedure (::action). Then, the animat moves in the complex and unknown environment, 
which is mapped from the solution space of optimization problem, to find the best solution.  
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Fig.1. Animat structure described with UML. 

The vision model is used to help animat to seek the environment around it, then the animat can find the 
best state point in its vision filed and provide exact information to satisfy reacting behavior mechanism’s 
need. Reacting behavior mechanism can supervise and guide animat’s moving based on the information 
provided by the vision model. Therefore, animat can keep away from local extreme point and moves 
purposefully. With the two parts of animat’s structure, the optimization framework based on animat theory 
can be more intelligent and has higher efficient when dealing with kinds of system optimization problems.  

2.1. The vision model of animat 
Biology tells us the process of animal’s vision is like this: scouting around the unknown environment first, 
abstracting the key information from the image of its vision, then focusing its viewpoint on one of the key 
point to make sure what behavior it will do next time, just like the process of seeking for food and avoiding 
its natural enemies [9], [10]. This process or phenomena emergences with some irrespective and autonomous 
physiology organs that are much better than the modern computers can do. Now, we abstract animal’s vision 
phenomena with basic vision simulation and view point searching process to deal with optimal decision-
making problems. 

2.1.1 The simulation of animal’s basic vision 
The process of exploring in complex landform of animal’s vision can be sum up into two parts, seeking from 
near to far and looking around at the same time. 

(1) The basic process 
With current position as the searching center and radius of r, animat looks around from several view 

angles in its vision field, according to the viewpoint searching rules described in Part 2.1.2 , to get a group of 
satisfactory solutions. . 

(2) The next process: seeking from near to far and look around at the same time 
Still letting the current position as the searching center, now extend the vision radius by r_deep, then the 

searching field will change from radius r to radius r+r_deep. The basic process will be processed again, and 
we can get another group of satisfactory solutions. 

Extending the vision radius by r_deep one more time, we can obtain one more group of satisfactory 
solutions. When the numbers of satisfactory solutions satisfy the need of its reacting behavior mechanism, 
the iteration finished. 

2.1.2 The viewpoint searching process  
The viewpoint searching process is the basis of animal vision simulation, which aims to find the satisfaction 
solution in the useful field of view. In solving the optimization problems of multivariable, we use factor 
alternate algorithm to search in every dimensions one by one, and use modified golden section algorithm in 
each dimension searching.  

As we all know, golden section algorithm only suits for unimodal function, and it will lose information 
in some field when deal with multimodal functions. In order to compensate and modify this disadvantage but 
not to add complexity of calculation, we calculate every endpoint value of objective function in the program 
process and add them to the comparison of the golden section algorithm. 

We use a minimal problem with two variables to illustrate the above process, and it can be denoted like 
this: 
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In the two dimensional space, animat search the four quadrants by 90 degree individually. Suppose the 
initial point is , and , the radius of vision field is r, as shown in Fig. 2.  ),( 0
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Fig.2. Explanation of 90o visual angle. 

 
Explanation to the first quadrant: 

① Fixating dimension , the test function will change into with one variable . Finding  
that can minimize the value of f with the modified golden section algorithm within range of  in 
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② Fixating  dimension, the test function will change into with one variable . Finding  
that can minimize the value of f with the modified golden section algorithm within range of , in 
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③ Then the satisfactory solution in vision field is . ),,( 1
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Exploring in the other quadrant is the same as the first quadrant, and it will get four group of satisfactory 
solution. With the initial point, we determine the minimum solution of the five group of satisfactory solution 
to be the best solution in this area. 

2.2. Reacting behavior mechanism of animat 
The reacting behavior mechanism can be divided into two layers. In the first layer, the tabu search method is 
used. When we execute the searching process from near to far, the vision model gives group of satisfactory 
solution to be the candidate set in tabu table. At the same time, we use array same_list1 to record the better 
solution when searching. In the second layer, recording the optimum value of f and relevant solution to array 
same_list, then make new initial point randomly and return to the first layer of mechanism to repeat the 
reacting behavior mechanism until the halt condition satisfied. 

2.3. Optimization framework 

2.3.1 Definition of Parameters 
The following parameters are used in the optimization frame: radius of vision field – r; times of tabu search - 
tabu_search_time; size of tabu list - tabu_waiting_length; tabu candidate list-  tabu_waiting_list; times of the 
best solution appeared - best_solution_time. 

2.3.2 Optimization framework 
step1 parameters initialization; 
step2 generating initial state of animat randomly; 
step3 getting tabu_waiting_list by animat’s vision model; 
step4 updating tabu_list and recording the better solution to same_list1 through the fist layer of reacting 

behavior mechanism of animat; 
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step5 animat moves according to tabu rules; 
step6 if reached the setting of tabu_search_time, forward to step7; else , back to step3; 
step7 if the times of best solution appeared in same_list1 equals to or greater than best_solution_time, 

forward to step10; else, forward to step8; 
step8 recording the best solution appeared in same_list1 to same_list according to the second layer of 

reacting behavior mechanism of animat, then generate new initial state of animat randomly; 
step9 back to step3, continue the searching program; 
step10 if the halt condition satisfied, end the program; 
step11 the solution that suits the halt condition is the last solution; end. 

3. Simulation and analysis 

3.1. Experiments on four test functions 
Four standard functions are selected to test our optimization frame. During the simulation, we always set 
animat starting near from the initial point, that is, from the edge of the function’s definition field deliberately. 
This can simulate the scene that animat enters into the unknown environment, and it also shows this 
optimization framework has no dependency on the initial conditions. But when we use this optimization 
framework in practice, we can let the animat starting with initial point randomly to increase the efficiency. 

       Test function 1. 
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Fig.3. (a) function figure, (b) Seeking process.  

This is a continuous, unimodal function, which is used for testing the algorithm’s convergence velocity. 
(0, 0,-1) is the global optimum, and the 3D graph of this function is shown as Fig. 3(a). When parameters in 
the optimization frame are set for r=2, tabu_search_time=5, best_solution_time＝3, and the initial position 
of our program is (-10,10), we can get the best solution (0.0000,0.0000,-1.0000), that is, we find the optimal 
solution. Fig. 3(b) shows the searching process of animat in this problem. 

       Test function 2. 
Rosenbrock Function 
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This function has a unique minimum at 1,1 21 == xx , and from the 3D graph (Fig. 4(a)), we know that 

the minimum lies in a long paraboloid valley. Rosenbrock function presents a strict immaturity test for 
mathematical optimization methods. When parameters in the optimization frame are set for 
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r=1,tabu_search_time=4, best_solution_time＝3, and the initial position of animat is (-9.9053,-9.7259), we 
can get (1.0000,1.0000,0.0000) to be the optimal solution. Fig.4(b) shows the searching process of animat in 
this problem. 
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Fig.4. (a) function figure, (b) Seeking process. 

       Test function 3. 
Schaffer’s Function  
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It possesses one global optimal solution at (0, 0, -1) and has a large number of local optimal solutions. 
The global optimum is difficult to be found because of the embosoming of these local optima. In addition, 
Fig. 5(a) shows a crown that made up of the local optima around the global optimum. This feature can test 
the reliability of algorithm, the ability of keeping away from the absorbance of local optima. Parameters in 
the optimization frame are set for r=2, tabu_search_time=5, best_solution_time＝3, and the initial position 
of animat is (4, -4), we can get the optimal solution (0.0000,0.0000,-1.0000). Fig. 4(b) shows the searching 
process of animat in this problem. 
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Fig.5. (a) function figure, (b) Seeking process. 

       Test function 4. 
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It clearly shows that this function has many humps, with a unique minimum at 

, (Fig.6(a)), so it can test the precision of algorithms. Parameters in the 
optimization frame are set for r=1,tabu_search_time=6, best_solution_time＝3, and the initial position of 
animat is (10, 10), we can get the optimal solution (0.0000,0.0000,0.0000). Fig. 6(b) shows the searching 
process of animat in this problem. 
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Fig.6. (a) function figure, (b) Seeking process. 

3.2. Result analysis 
The experiments show that we can get the optimal solution accurately and quickly in finite iterate times, 
even though we set the initial points from the edge. It turns out that this optimization framework can 
overcome the disadvantages of general intelligent algorithms such as prematurity and lower precision. It has 
good autonomous and self adaptive ability for all kinds of problems. 

4. Conclusions  
This paper presents an optimization framework based on animal’s vision model. It simulates animal’s path 
seeking ability in complex and unknown environment. The vision model and reacting behavior mechanism 
of animals are implemented via object-oriented analysis methodology, which shows us a flexible and stable 
optimization framework. In our optimization framework, only comparison of the objective function values is 
required, so there is no restriction to problem’s properties. Experiments on four typical test functions are 
carried out, and the results show that this optimization mode has good autonomous and self adaptive ability 
for all kinds of optimization problems. Classical optimization algorithm, just like golden section algorithm, is 
combined into the optimization framework, that let the framework has higher precision and can overcome 
the disadvantages of general intelligent algorithms such as prematurity and lower precision. 
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